
Introduction
Among the fiindamental contributions of Giorgio Levi Delta Vida to

the awareness of the literary output of the Christians from al-Andalus,
he left an article concerning the "Mozarabic text of universal history"
inserted into codex 120/829 of the Great Mosque of Kairouan . t In that
work, published at the beginning of the 1960's, the Italian Orientalist
described concisely the contents of this sununary of world history and
provided some broad notes on its sources . Some years later a rough
edition of the manuscript was posthumously published in the volume
that brings together several articles by Levi Della Vida devoted to the
Arabic literature of al-Andalus .? Subsequently, both Levi Della Vida's
article and the Christian chronicle dealt with in it received virtually no
scholarly attention . Things changed in 2004, when two articles were
written on the manuscript now preserved in the Ragqáda Museum of
the Arts of Islamic Civilization,' catalogue number 2003/2 : one by
Philippe Roisse,`r and the other by myself.'
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Intending to prepare a new edition of this peculiar universal history,
I have specifically written two articles in which I aim to show its
position within Andalusi historiography. The present paper, however,
will not deal with this work, which occupies twenty-seven of the fifty
folios that comprise the codex, but rather will focus on the rest of the
codex, namely, the material of an apologetic nature .

Levi Delta Vida already pointed out that, apart from the "universal
history", the codex contains two different Christian apologies : one of
them is a version of the dialogue between the Nestorian patriarch
Timothy I and the Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi ; the other one is a
controversy between al-kati-digi and al-a'rdbi. Most folios do indeed
belong to one of these apologies, but there are some whose origin I
have not been able to detennine : they may be part of one of the two
works singled out by Levi Della Vida; or perhaps we are dealing with a
third work .

Whether they are two or three Christian apologies, the fact is that
their subject-matter is quite distant from my main line of research, but I
became interested in them as part of the same codex as the Christian
chronicle . After examining them in depth -which was rather difficult
given the deplorable state of the manuscript-, 8 I must admit that I have
not found out a great deal about the apologetic contents of the Ragqáda
codex. Nonetheless, I shall present here the results of the research,
outlining the contents of the twenty-two folios that are not part of the

5 "Novedades sobre et ((Texto mozárabe de historia universal)) de Qayrawán", CCO r
(2004), pp . 143-161 .
For the first one, see the previous note ; the other article, entitled "El Kitlib Hurfigiivg y et
«Texto mozárabe de historia universal)) de Qayrawán : contenidos y fliaci6n de dos
cr6nicas árabes cristianas", will appear in the proceedings of the colloquium _Quelle
identité mozarabe ? Histoire, langue et culture des Chrétiens d'al-Audahis (t.ae-.1lle
siècles), Casa de Velc'rzduez, Madrid, 16-17 juin 2003 . Some important notes on the
foliation of the manuscript, applicable here, can be found in footnote 5 ofthis article .
"Un texte mozarabe d'histoire universelle", in Note di storia letteraria, p . 124 .
The manuscript, in general, is in an awful state, but "b" pages, which are not necessarily
the verso ofthe folio, are especially badly conserved (as explained in M . PENELAs, "El

Kitáb Hurfigiyus y et «Texto mozárabe de historia universal)) de Qayrawán", footnote 5) .
The identification of the source of some passages has been of great help to read many
words beyond doubt ; the readings I am not completely certain of have naturally been
marked.

"universal history", 9 and offering some examples taken from the most
legible fragments, which may provide some clue to the ascription of the
non-identified parts .

Six folios to , at least, undoubtedly belong to the dialogue between al-
katittligi (`the Catholic', `the catholicos' [? < Greek kathofk5s])" and
al-a'rdbi (lit . `the Arab', `the Bedouin'), since all include mention of
one or both interlocutors . And little more can be said on these folios
with complete certainty . Most of them are in a terrible state of
conservation, to such an extent that sometimes one cannot tell for sure
who is talking . It is, therefore, almost impossible to reconstruct any part
of the text in order to identify the controversy, if it were a known one .
Only about four pages are slightly more legible and allow us to
reconstruct the text minimally, providing some information, albeit very
little, on the contents of the dialogue . In short, any conclusion must be
put forward -and by the same token accepted- with caution .

Among a number of questions, the conversation seems to deal with a
problem central in the theological debate between Christians and
Muslims, namely whether the spirit of God is uncreated, that is, eternal
in him, or created . Moreover, several statements appear to point to the
discussion on the eternity of God's attributes in general . Seemingly, al-
a'rabi would not accept that God's knowledge and will may be eternal .
No fragment of the text is in a sufficiently good state of conservation to
say so with certainty, but some of the arguments set forth by al-/catitligi
suggest that he intended to convince his interlocutor that God's
attributes, some ofthem at least, are eternal .

From some scattered legible sentences the reasoning of al-katitligi
can be partially reconstructed . I' He argues, for example, that God is not

ñ
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1 . Dialogue between al-katitligi and al-a `rdbi

io
ii

Folio 4 is so damaged that any classification -even a hypothetical one- is impossible, as
only about four irrelevant words can be read (e.g ., wa-gdla, al-Afasiíh) .
Folios 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 41 (always according to the current foliation) .
The word katfrligi, as it appears in the manuscript, is quite rare . The spelling is
documented in the Vocabulista in Arabico with the meaning of 'Catholic' (see Federico
CORRIENTE, A Dictionary ofAndahisi Arabic [Leiden : Brill, 1997], p. 456) . However, it
may also be a variant of `katholikbs', a title given to the patriarchs of some Eastern
Churches . So it was suggested to me by Prof. Samir Khalil SAIvtIR .

Some of the sentences are reproduced in Appendix I .1 .
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subject to change, addition or decrease . If knowledge specifically were
not in him eternally, then it follows that He would have admitted
addition ; so, of necessity, He was not perfect prior to that . Knowledge
cannot exist without the spirit, nor the spirit without knowledge, for, in
that case, it Would be an irrational spirit (al-ritli al-bahinii, lit . `the
animal spirit') ." The spirit cannot exist without will either . Will is
indeed indispensable in the creative act, as al-a'rdbi himself recognizes .
From all this, one can infer that if knowledge and will cannot exist
without the spirit, and vice versa, and if knowledge and will are eternal
in him, 14 then the spirit is also eternal . 15 Unlike the spirit of God, that of
angels is a created spirit with temporal knowledge (rith nrahlittq bi-'iltn
zamñni) . 16 Likewise, knowledge and will are not in the essence of Satan
and his companions, but rather they are created spirits that acquired
knowledge and will, hence their knowledge is temporal .

2 . Dialogue between Timothy I and al-Mahdi
Something more can be said about the other Christian apology

inserted into the codex of Ragqdda : the dialogue between the Nestorian
patriarch Timothy I and the third Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi (r. 775-785),
to which at least nine folios belong .' 7 This is evident from the contents
of the dialogue, but especially from the mention of the interlocutors as

Fol . 9a .
Muslim theologians classify knowledge and will as conceptual attributes (shat
nia'narvitya), i .e ., those attaching a concept to God's essence. With regard to the answer
different Muslim theological schools give as to whether the conceptual attributes are
eternal or not, see, for example, Louis GARRET, "Alláh", El? 1 (1960), pp . 406-417,
espec . 411 ; Robert CASPAR, Theologie musulmane . Tome 11.: Le credo (Roma : P .I .S .A .I.,
1999), pp. 55-58 .
As said above, the discussion on the eternity of God's spirit and attributes is a central
issue in Christian apologetics, and it obviously concerns the figure of Christ. According
to the Qur'án, Jesus is the word of God and a spirit from him (4,171). The reasoning of
the Christians, as set forth by John of Damascus, was as follows : If Christ is the word of
God and the word of God is uncreated, then Christ is God; on the contrary, if word and
spirit were created, then God had neither spirit nor word before their creation (Raymond
LE CGz, Jean Damascène. Écrils sur 1Islam . Présentation, Commentaires et Traduction
(Paris : Le Cerf, 1992], pp . 158-159 and 238-241 ; see also Louis GARRET and M.-M.
ANAWATI, Introduction 6 la théologie n?usidmane . Essai de théologie comparée [Paris : J .
vrin, 1981 3 ], p . 38 ; Robert CASPAR, Theologie rnusulntane. Tome 11: Le credo, p . 59) .
Fol . 9a.
Folios 1, 19, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 42 and 43 .

IB
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al-gñtaliq -i.e ., `the katholikds'- and al-Mahdi . The entire name of the
patriarch is given in the title, which is partly written with red ink and
not wholly legible . It reads more or less as follows : "hddd kitñb thtigag
and ltñgga bi-hi al-ainir al-1fahfi Thnitdii ,ug al-gñtaliq" (this .is the
book of the argumentation used by the katholikós Timothy to contend
with the emir al-Mahdi) . 18

Timothy I was the patriarch of the Nestorian Church from 780 to his
death in 823 . He had a friendly relationship with the caliph al-Mahdi
and his successors, and took part in the cultural life of the Baghdadian
court . Timothy allegedly wrote down one of the theological discussions
he had with al-Mahdi, which was held in two sessions . This he did in
the form of a letter addressed to an anonymous correspondent, probably
a priest friend of his called Sergius . l9 The letter was originally written
in Syriac, the oldest testimony of which is a l3th-century manuscript
preserved in a monastery in the north of Iraq . 20 In 1928, Alphonse
Mingana21 published a reproduction of the Syriac text in facsimile,
along with an English translation .

As far as I know, up to now the Arabic versions of the conversation
between patriarch and caliph have been classified into three main
families."- All of them are much briefer than the Syriac original, being
actually limited to the discussion on the first day .

Fol . 286 (recto) . The title has been translated so as to accord with the plot of the work,
even though the Arabic syntax would call for a change in the agent-subject .
See Robert CASPAR, "Les versions arabes du dialogue entre le catholicos Timothée I et le
calife al-Mahdi (Ti/viii' siècle) . «Mohammed a suivi la voie des prophètes»",
Islamochristiana 3 (1977), pp . 107-175, espec. 107 and 117 . The addressee is referred to
in fol . 37a (verso) of the Ragqáda codex, following the end of the "universal history",
where we are told that "the katliolik6s wrote to a friend of his" (kataba al-gñtaliq ilà
sadiq la-hit) . See M. PENELAS, "El líitab Hurils"i i1.s y el «Texto mozárabe de historia
universal» de Qayrawán", footnote 36 .
The other manuscripts seem to be 18th or l9th-century copies of this one . See Alphonse
MINGANA, "The Apology ofTimothy the Patriarch before the Caliph Mahdi", BJRLM 12
(1928), pp . 137-298, espec. 151 ; R. CASPAR, "Les versions arabes du dialogue", pp . 107-
108.

?1

	

"The Apology of Timothy the Patriarch before the Caliph Mahdi" (complete reference in
the previous note).

22

	

See R. CASPAR, "Les versions arabes du dialogue", pp . 108-112 .
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" God, his Word and his Spirit are not three gods, but just one, in the
same way as the sun, its light and its heat are not three suns, but

only one . 38

Many of the arguments set forth by Timothy and the similes used to

support them, as included in the text of Ragqáda, were the usual ones

among Christian apologists . But in this paper I am concerned with the

contents of this testimony, rather than from a theological point of view,

insofar as they inform about its relationship both to the Syriac text and

to the other Arabic translations .
With respect to the Arabic testimonies in particular, the first issue is

whether it belongs to any of the known families . As regards the

translation not yet edited -to my knowledge-, which is represented by
the manuscript BnF arabe 215, I have not seen it, but from the

description made by Robert Caspar in "Les versions arabes du

dialogue", it is clear to me that the text of Ragqáda has no relation at all

with it . Apart from the omission of a lot of passages and the addition of

quite a few others, Caspar informs us that, in this version of the

dialogue, the tone of Timothy's speech is contemptuous, scornful, even

insolent, whereas that of al-Mahdi is acquiescent . 39 There is nothing of

that in our text, the common omissions being mere coincidences .

Let us, therefore, focus on the two edited Arabic translations . As

said before, they are represented by manuscripts BnF arabe 82 and

B . O. 662, respectively. I have compared them with the one preserved in

Tunisia, and the only definitive conclusion I have drawn is that the

latter is an independent translation . Just like them, the text of Ragqáda

is a surmnary of the conversation on the first day, but it is, in its present

state, less complete than those edited . As an illustrative example, it only

covers about one-third of the questions with respect to BnF arabe 82 : if

this translation is divided into twenty-seven questions, our text

comprises only the first eight ; only the last one, namely that concerning

the falsification of the Gospels, corresponds to the fifteenth question in

that version . At a first glance, it is also a less faithful version since,

besides the omissions, it contains some passages that are not even in the

38 Fol . 30a. Cf. MINGANA, p . 158 ; PUTMAN/SAMIR, par. 42-43 ; CASPAR, par. 8 .
39 "Les versions arabes du dialogue", p . 111 .
40 For the omissions ofBí7F arabe 215, with regard to BnF arabe 82, see R . CASPAR, "Les

versions arabes du dialogue", p . 110, n . 14 .
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Syriac text . Furthermore, the dialogue is written in the third person,
whereas in the other testimonies the speaker is Timothy, who addresses
the caliph as maliku-nor al-muzaffar ("our victorious king"), or the like .
However, after doing a thorough collation, I have noticed that
sometimes the text of Ragqáda offers a rendering more faithful to the
original than the other Arabic testimonies . I shall give here some
examples that illustrate all this, extracted from the best preserved
fragments, and hence the most reliable .

The verso of folio 28 (fol . 28a) is quite well conserved compared
with other pages . It corresponds to the beginning of the conversation,
where al-Mahdi reproaches Timothy, being such an intelligent man, for
saying that God had a female mate, from whom He begot a son . The
passage inserted into Ragqñda 2003/2 is reproduced next, along with
the other two Arabic translations in colunuis for the sake of easier
comparison :

41

	

MS. : (.r. .

Ragdñcla 200312,
fol . 28a (verso)

BnF arabe 82,
ed . CASPAR, par . 1-2

B. 0 . 662,
ed . PUTMAN/SAMIR,

par . 3-8
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Translation of the passage inserted into ms . Ragqáda 2003/2:'

((The king said to me [. . .] : O katholikós, you, possessor of all
knowledge, say ofGodwhat ought not to be said, that God took a female
mate from whom a son was born to him. -The katholikós replied : Who
slandered God saying that He took a female mate? -Al-Mahdi said :
What then do you say of Christ? -The catholicos replied : 1 say that
Christ is the word of God that appeared in a body for the salvation of the
world. -AI-Mahdi asked: Do you not say that Christ is the son ofGod? -
The katholikós replied: I say of him what the books of the Prophets say
and [what] Christ said of himself. However, he was not [engendered] in
the same manner as the sons of carnal or corporal people [?], but rather
his engendering was marvellous .. . >>

The three Arabic translations reflect quite accurately the Syriac text,

which reads as follows, according to the English translation by

Mingana:
«He [the caliph al-Mahdi] said to Ine: O katholikós, a man like you who
possesses all this knowledge and utters such sublime words concerning
God, is not justified in saying about God that He married a woman from
whom He begat a son. -And 1 replied to his Majesty: And who is, O

4- For the other Arabic testimonies, see the French translations made by CASPAR and
PUTMAN/KIiALIL .

God-loving king, who has ever uttered such a blasphemy concerning
God? -And our victorious king said to me : What then do you say that
Christ is? -And I replied to his Majesty: O king, Christ is the Word-God,
who appeared in the flesh for the salvation of the world. -And our
victorious king questioned me : Do you not say that Christ is the son of
God? -And I replied to his Majesty: O king, Christ is the son of God,
and I confess hiiu and worship him as such . This I learned from Christ
himself in the Gospel and from the Books of the Torah and of the
Prophets, which know him and call him by the name of "son of God" but
not a son in the flesh as children are born in the carnal way, but an
admirable and wonderful son» (MINGANA, p. 153) .

43 In Io 20,17.
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Even if the Arabic versions of this passage are all quite faithful to
the original, each differs notably from the others . The text most similar
to that preserved in Ragqáda is BriF ai-abe 82 . Both contain parts that
are almost identical, using coincident terms and expressions against the
third testimony. Both, for instance, say that God took a "sahiba"
(female mate) where B.O. 662 gives "hnra'a "; or that He begot a
"walad' (son) where B.O . 662 has "ibn". In addition, both use the
prepositional idiom "waftari 'a1à" to refer to the slander uttered against
God, whereas B. O. 662 employs the word "tagfif' (blasphemy).

These examples cannot be regarded as really significant, however.
Actually, Ragqáda 2003/2 and BnF arabe 82 offer a quite different
rendering in some parts . Thus, in BnF arabe 82, al-Mahdi's praise of
Timothy's wisdom is less assertive than those of the Syriac original and
the other Arabic translations . Furthermore, unlike the other testimonies,
in BnF arabe 82 Christ himself is not expressly mentioned among the
sources of knowledge on his nature . In short, if Rogqdda 2003/2
belonged to the same family as BnF arabe 82, it would come from an
earlier and more complete version than the one transmitted in the
manuscript of Paris. Nevertheless, I rather think that they belong to
different families, and that the similarities between them are mere
coincidences, not rare taking the subject into consideration.

This seems evident to me in the following passage. Here, the
discussion deals with certain words uttered by Jesus43 that al-Mahdi
regarded as contradictory:
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Translation of the passage inserted into ms . Ragqáda 2003/2 :

((Al-Mahdi asked: Did not Christ say . . . this "I am ascending to my God
and your God"? -The katholikós answered : Before44 that he said "I am

as "AgbaP' is documented with this meaning in several places: Elena PEZZ[, El vocabulario
de Pedro de Alcalá (Almería : Editorial Caja[, 1989), p. 670; F. CORRIENTE and
H. BOUZINEB, Recopílación de refranes andalusies de Alonso del Castillo (Zaragoza:
Universidad,

	

1994),

	

p.

	

151 ;

	

F. CORRIENTE,
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setting out for my Father and your Father, and my God and your God" . -
AI-Mahdi said : If He is his Father, He is not his God, and if He is his
God, He is not his Father, since that is manifestly absurd . -The
katholikós replied : It is not absurd, O king, because He is not his Father
by the nature by which He is his God, and He is not his God by the
nature by which He is his Father, but He is his Father by the nature of the
word born of him in an eternal manner, as the ray . . . . . . and the word
from the soul)).

The original text runs as follows :
«And our king .said to me : Did not Jesus Christ say, "I am going to my
God and to your God"? -And I said : It is true that this sentence has been
said by our saviour, but there is another sentence which precedes it and
which is worthy of mention. -And the king asked: Which is it? -And I
said : Our Lord said to his disciples "I am going to my Father and to your
Father, and to my God and Your God" . -And our king said : How can this
be? If He says that He is his Father, He is not his God, and if He is his
God, He is not his Father ; what is this contradiction? -And I replied to
him: There is no contradiction here, O God-loving king . The fact that He
is his Father by nature does not carry with it that He is also his God by
nature, and the fact that He is his God by nature does not imply that He
is his Father by nature . He is, however, from his Father by the nature of
the word, born of him from eternity, as light from the sun and word from
the soul) (MINGANA, p. 156) .

The Arabic translation of this passage that is most complete and
similar to the original is that represented by manuscript B.O. 662 . In
contrast, that of BnF arabe 82 is very brief, as it only includes the
essential infonnation. As for the text of Ragqzda, it is not so literal as

45the fonner, but it is much more complete and faithful to the Syriac
than BnF arabe 82 .

Further evidence confirming that the text of Ragqdda does not
belong to any of the known families is the fact that it includes some
passages that do not appear in the Arabic translations edited so far. This
is true, for example, in the case of one of the similes used by Timothy

"I"ocabulista in Ardbico " (Madrid: Universidad Complutense, 1989), p. 238. See also F.
CORRIENTE, ADictionary ofAndalusi Arabic, p. 413.

45 Note, though, that B. O. 662 leaves out the sentence "He is, however, from his Father by
the nature of the word, bom of him from etemity", of which Ragq5da 2003/2 offers a
quite accurate rendering.

Ragqqdda 200312,
fol . 31a (verso)

BnF arabe 82,
ed . CASPAR, par. 6

B. 0 . 662, ed . PUTMAN /
SAMIR, par. 30-33
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in support of his arguments, to be exact that of the king's letter to prove
that Christ is not two, but only one with two natures, which in the
original reads as follows:

«The letter of the commander of the faithful is one, both in the words
that are written in it and in the papyrus on which the words are written,
and our king, the king of kings, is called both the father and the owner of
his letter. He is called its father through the words born of his soul,
which have been impressed on the papyrus, and he is called its owner
through his being the owner of the papyrus on which the words have
been written . Neither the papyrus, however, is, by nature, from the soul
of the king, nor the words are by nature from the papyrus-reed, but the
words are by nature born of the soul of the king, and the papyrus is by
nature made of the papyrus-reed . In this same way Christ is one . . .u
(MINGANA, p. 157) .

Unfortunately, of the whole passage, which -I insist- is omitted
the other Arabic translations, only the final sentence can be read:

,!-UZ t1~1 L~- L" L'4,,~kj '1W
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((Neither the papyrus is by nature from the soul of the king, nor the word
is by nature from the papyrus, but the word is born from the soul of the
king and the papyrus from the work of the craftsmen. In the same way
Christ is one. . .» (fol. 43b).

in

To summarise, from these and other examples it is evident, in my
view, that our text belongs to a family different from those
distinguished up to now, since, on the one hand, the version it offers is
manifestly dissimilar to them, and, on the other hand, it contains
material that is omitted from them . Moreover, some passages are not
even in the Syriac text . This is the case, for example, of the following
quotation from Psalm44 concerning the eternal reign of God:

46

47

45

49

sn
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«Your throne, O God, is everlasting, and the sceptre of your reign is the
sceptre of rightness . You loved justice and loathed what is reprehensible.
That is why God, your Lord, anointed you with the oil of happiness more
than your equals» (fol . 43a) . 46

3. Unclassified folios

(e) J~L.lil v'J JSr~ll
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The codex of Ragqdda contains another seven folios' I have not
been able to classify as pertaining to any of the two described
apologies . They were not edited by Levi Della Vida as part of the
"Mozarabic text of universal history", but no names of the interlocutors
are mentioned (either ol-katitligi / ol-a'rdbi or ol-gd_toliq / al-Mahdi), as
far as I am able to te11 . 4s

I have, however, found out the original source of many passages
making up those folios . They are mainly biblical quotations`' mostly
coming from the books of Psalms and the Prophets, to which Christian
apologists in general, and Timothy in particular, usually resorted when
searching for support for their arguments. I shall here provide a survey
of the contents of these folios, offering some examples from them.' °

The list of the prophets, to whom identified biblical quotations are
attributed, includes three major prophets, specifically, Isaiah, Daniel
and Jeremiah, and the following minor prophets : Hosea, Micheas,
Zephaniah, Zephaniah, and maybe Amos . Isaiah is the most frequently
relied upon . Thus, different chapters of this Book are the source of most

Cf. Ps 44,7-8: Sedes tun, Dens, in speculum saeculi: 6'irga directioms virga regni tui.
Dilesisti iustitiarn et odisti iniguilatem: propterea unlit to Dens, Deus tuns, oleo laetitiae,
prae consortibus tams .
Folios 3, 14, 22, 27, 35, 44 and 45 .
It is naturally possible that Levi Della Vida could read some words that are illegible
today.
A list of the identified quotations is given in Appendix It .
I will leave it for another place the edition and translation of the biblical quotations whose
source I have ascertained . Before, I would like to see the codex in situ again and check if
some doubtful readings can be confirmed .
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passages of folio 22 .51 The following quotation, surprisingly wholly
legible, comes from chapter 19 :

si

52

53

54
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«Then [Isaiah] also says : This Lord will ascend on a light cloud and will
go into Egypt; the idols of Egypt will tremble at the Lord's face and
Egypt will be acquainted with God» .52

Folio 35 also depends mainly on Isaiah, but only on chapter 45,
which describes the mission of Cyrus as revealed to the prophet by
God. Despite the lacunae and unreadable words, narration of the first
three verses can be easily followed in folio 35a (recto):

"~Jl U.~l J~i
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«The prophet Isaiah says of Cynls [. . .] : This is what God says to my
anointed Cyrus, whose right hand I took, that nations will submit to him
and the kings' backs will be put to flight . . . : "I shall go before you and
shall humiliate the enemies of the earth, I shall break . . . . . . and shall
smash the iron bars;33 I shall give you treasures . . . and shall reveal

hidden secrets unto you, so that you may learn that I am the Lord [ . . .]»
5-t

Identified quotations come from three chapters of Isaiah, but there are quite a few more
that are illegible, whose source is the same Book. All are introduced by "rova-gala Ba'Va

al-nabi ', "ttannia gd1a
(ate(') .' or "rva-gñla ay(l""" .

Cf. Is 19,1 : Ecce Dominus ascender super nubern levem, et ingredietur Aegvptrnn et

connnowbutrtur simulacra Aegtpti afbcie eius; et cor Aegvpti tabescet iii medio eius.

The usual meaning of the word a'nrida (sing. 'a»tud) is `columns'. However, here it
renders the Latin term "vectes" (vectis, -is), i .e., `bar to bolt a door'. For other
testimonies, see F. CORRIENTE, A Dictionary ofAndalusi Arabic, p . 364.

Cf. Is 45,1-3 : Haec licit Dominus christo mea Qyro, cuius apprehendi dexterarn, ut

subiiciam antefticiem eius genres, et dorsa regum vertatn, et aperiarn corarn eo ianuas, et
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Fol. 35b is hardly legible, just like most "b" pages,55 but some
scattered readable words make it evident that the quotation from Isaiah
45 extended at least to verse 13 .

The Book of Psalms has also provided a great deal of material for
the compilation of these folios." For instance, folio 44 contains
quotations from at least three or four psalms : 71, 101, 131, and maybe
86 . The following passage is an excerpt from the first one:

. . . l...r, y~ll slfl cLl_lbl ;),_1.~., ~.tl}I
Ç lr° l' ~~)

«Before him the Ethiopians will prostrate themselves and his enemies
will lick the earth . The kings of Tharsis and the emirs of the islands will
offer presents ; the emirs of the Arabs and Saba will . . . gifts, all the emirs
of the earth will serve him».

This quotation is followed by another from Psalm 101 :

~J,)k- J L51-9 (?)
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((In the Book of Psalms : God will build Sion and He will be seen in his
majesty» .58

The Prophets and the Psalms have proved to be the primary source
of the unidentified folios, but they also contain biblical quotations from
the Pentateuch -specifically, Genesis, Leviticus and Deuteronomy-,

,5

56

57

5s

portae non claudentur . Ego ante te ibo, et gloriosos terme hurniliabo ; portas aereas
conterarn, et vectes,ferreos conf-ingarn ; et dabo tibi thesauros absconditos, et arcana
secretortrnt, ut scias quia ego Dominus .
See supra, footnote 8.
As we are told through formulae such as "rva-9á1a DárvCrd al-nabi"', "tiva -fi 1-zabur
(ave ° )" or "wa-gñla

	

1-zabirr" .
Cf. Ps 71,9-11 : Coram illo procident Aethiopes, et inimici eius terrain lingew . Reges
Thmsis et insrrlne ntrmern ofJérent; reges Arabrun et Saba dona adducent: et adorabunt
eunt ornnes reges terme.
Cî Ps 101,17 : Quia aedifcavii Dominus Sion et videbitur in gloria sun .
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Judges, Proverbs, Baruch (Kitdb Bartah), and the Gospel of John . The
one from Proverbs nlns as follows :

It is important to note that some folios include biblical quotations
we also find in the dialogue between Timothy I and al-Mahdi . 60
However, the fact that other passages are not in it led me, not long
ago, to rule out the possibility that these folios belong to that work.
Today, I would not dare state that categorically, considering that other
folios that are without doubt part of the well-known apology contain
material foreign to it . Just as a hypothesis, one can guess that more
passages were added to those adduced by the Nestorian patriarch in
support of his statements, as was the case with the aforementioned
quotation from Psalm 44, which is not in the Syriac text -in the form
we know it today at least- but is included in a folio undoubtedly
pertaining to the discussion between the patriarch and the caliph .
Nevertheless, the fact that these folios contain just one biblical
quotation also found in that work and quite a few others not included in
it leads me to think that they rather belong to another work .

Fol . 14a contains, for instance, a quotation from Daniel that, in
Timothy's apology, is adduced to prove Christ's corning down fiom
Heaven as predicted by the prophets : 62

1 :~ t.a,~J (Lis) ,L ~_~l ji Jti

cHe says that wisdom built a house for itself and carved seven columns)) . 59

uand every community . . . will serve him. His power is an everlasting
power and his reign will not pass away generation after generation».

In addition, fol . 14a is made up of other passages that do not appear
in the apology, taken from the books of three different prophets : the
page begins with the mention of an uncertain prophet, who may be
Amos (iva-gdla 'Itnits /Hdronus [?] al-nabi) ; a quotation from Micheas
follows that of Daniel ; the source of the third is the Book of Zechariah .

The following quotation from the Psalms, inserted into folio 45,
would give testimony of Christ's crucifixion according to the Nestorian
patriarch : 64
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«The prophet David says in Psalm 21 : They pierced my hands and my
feet, counted all my bones, divided my gannents for themselves and
drew lots for my clothing» . 6 '

This passage is preceded by a quotation from the Gospel of John
that is not in the dialogue between Timothy and al-Mahdi:

,:? 1
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cHe says : In the same way as Moses . . . the serpent in the desert, so it is
necessary that the Son of the man be lifted «p, for whosoever believes in
him shall never die» . 66

59 Cf Prov 9,1: Sapientia aedificavit sibi domum, excidit colunmas septem.
60 Specif, folio 14 : Dan 7,13-14 (see infra) ; folio 27 : Is 35,4-5 (MINGANA, p. 168; 63 Cf. Dan 7,14 : et onines populi, tribus et linguae ipsi servient: potestas eitus, potestas

PUTMAN/SAMIR, par. 96 ; CASPAR, par. 17); folio 45 : Ps 21,17-19 (see infra) ; and aeterna, quae non arrféretur, et regnum eius, quod non corrumpetur.
probably folio 44 : Gen 49,10 (MrNGANA, p. 174; PUTMAN/SAMIR, par . 151; CASPAR, Some scattered readable words indicate that the quotation from Daniel 7 also takes in
par. 27). verse 13 .61 "El Kitdb HurCrsiv&s y el uTexto mozárabe de historia universahr de Qayrawán", 64 MrNGANA, p. 177 ; PUTMAN/SAMIR, par. 193; CASPAR, par. 31 .
footnote 8. 65 Cf. Ps 21,17-19 : Foderunt manus meas et pedes oreos, dinumeraverunt onrnia ossa meaQ MINGANA, pp . 169 and 223 ; PUTMAN/SAMIR, par. 100; CASPAR, par. 18 . (. . .) diviseront sibi vestimenta mea, et super vestem meam miscrunt sorteen .
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The contents of folio 27 differ remarkably from the rest . The biblical
material included in it comes from chapter 22 of the First Book of
Kings,' which one would rather expect to find in the "universal
history" . However, this folio was not edited by Levi Della Vida;
actually, it seems that the quotation was adduced as demonstrative
evidence of a controversial argument . In this chapter Josaphat, king of
Juda, and Achab, king of Israel, form an alliance against Syria . Achab
consults with the prophets, and all of them recormnend going into
battle . All except Micheas, who affirms that a spirit has seduced the rest
of the prophets into persuading Achab to go against Ramoth Galaad, so
that he falls into Syrian hands. Apart from the kings' names (Yitscfñz

and Aliab) and a few readable words, fol . 27b is illegible . Fol . 27a
(verso) starts in verse 19, where Micheas tells his vision : God, sitting in
the company of the heavenly army, asked who would persuade Achab
to go against Ramoth Galaad; each one answered in his manner, until a
spirit came forth and said :

:Ju~ e . _r _ts ~,s :, J ~l j~
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ul shall go forth and deceive him . Then God asked him : "How will you

deceive him?" And he answered : "I shall be a lying spirit in the mouths
of his prophets")) . 68

This quotation seems to have been introduced to make a distinction
between false and real prophets . As a matter of fact, the author explains
next that the trustworthy prophets and the virtuous men assert that God

will come at the end of time and will become incarnate, He will suffer
Passion and will die for the world's salvation . Are the prophets referred

to here those to whom biblical quotations of the other folios are
attributed? Although such a question cannot be answered with
certainty, whatever the answer, the fact is that most identified biblical

"'

	

Cf. t o 3,14-15 : Etsicut Moyses exaltavit ser pentern in deserto, ira exaltari oportet Filium
hominis : tit ornnis gui credit in ipsum, nonpereat, sed habeat vitam aeternarn .

°'

	

The quotation takes in verses 6 to 22, at least.
°e Cf. 3 Reg 22,21-22 : Ego decipiarn dlhmr . Cud locatrrs est Dorninus:: In quo? Et ille nit:

Egrediar, et era spirilus mendax in ore orunium prophetantm edus .
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quotations constituting these folios deal with the arrival of the Messiah
and the restoration of the divine kingdom, when peace will spread all
over the world and every nation will submit to God. However, this
evidence is -needless to say- inconclusive .

Conclusion
To recapitulate, the codex Ragqáda 2003/2 contains, apart from a

summary of world history, fragments belonging to at least two
Christian apologies . One of them is the well-known dialogue between
the Nestorian patriarch Timothy I and the Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi . The
Arabic translation of this work inserted into the manuscript of Ragqáda
differs notably from the other Arabic testimonies edited so far : it is
much briefer than them and less faithful to the Syriac original, even
though it sometimes offers a more accurate rendering and even contains
passages omitted from the other translations . There is a second dialogue
held between al-katitligi and al-a'rñbi, in which some of the usual
topics in the Christian-Muslim controversy, concerning God's
attributes, are discussed . In addition, there are some folios I have not
been able to classify under either of those two controversies . They are
mainly made up of biblical quotations, most of which are prophesies
dealing with the arrival of the reign of God and, seemingly, serve an
apologetic purpose .

This paper has been a first approach to the apologetic contents of the
manuscript preserved in Ragqáda, and it goes without saying that the
examples adduced are too few to reach categorical conclusions . This
said, there is every reason to think that the codex was compiled by the
Christians in al-Andalus, from where it arrived at Kairouan . As regards
the date and place of origin of the manuscript, Levi Della Vida stated
that its origin is Hispanic, as revealed by the "typically Mozarabic"
script, and it dates back to the 13th century or the beginnings of the
14th . 69 I could not be more precise on the date of the manuscript, but, in
principle, I agree with Levi Della Vida as to its Andalusi origin . The
script of the manuscript is without doubt Maghribi, and the "universal
history" it contains is related to other chronicles written in the Iberian
peninsula by Christians and Muslims . Obviously, that does not exclude

69

	

"Un texte mozarabe d'histoire universelle", in Note di storia letteraria, p . 124 .
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the possibility that the codex was compiled in Kairouan . However,
there are some dialectal varieties that, in my view, point towards al-
Andalus as the place of compilation . The codex would have been
composed by the Christians there from heterogeneous materials of a
historical and apologetic nature, all of them of unquestionable interest
to the Christian community .
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Appendix 1 . Texts in Arabic

L 1 . Dialogue between al-lcatidigi and al-a'rñbi. Some of'the arguments
setforth by al-katidigi

- Fol . 8b -
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«Satan and his companions [ . . .] there was among them no one who had
knowledge in his essence, and no one who had will in his essence, but
all of them were created spirits that acquired knowledge and will, since
their knowledge was temporal, with begiruiing and fixed term» .

- Fol . 9a -

yt,alS y

	

yt, J1S -6) J-lS Pj Jl ál, a,i ~L l L- a_l_c ~
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«[God] does not change and does not admit addition or decrease . If He
had been . . . without knowledge and then He had got it, of necessity He
would have admitted addition and what was not in him would have
been created for him ; today He would be perfect, but yesterday He
would not)) .

yl (-WI ..lr~ 'Ji ( . . .) (1m)L)z.ll JL-1
Lr~ '~'US, r-j)I J-î JLS rWl ùj '.~ S ùl9

If you say that knowledge existed before the spirit, this is manifestly
impossible [ . . .] Knowledge does not exist if the spirit does not exist» .
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«Al-kattiilicgi said: Did He will and create what He willed? Or did He
create something without previous will? Al-a'rdbi answered : Yes, He
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- Fol . 41a -

	

«The sun, with its light and its heat, is not three suns but only one ; in
jl's
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the same way, God, with his Word and his Spirit, is not three gods, but
only one god» .

Appendix 11 . Biblical quotations in the unclassified folios

did will» . Biblical quotations Folio
Gen 49,10 (?) 44

- Fol . 41b - Lev 26,11-12 44
I4- y, ~~hl -lzs 05,- ~

~ Cell Deut 33,2 44
Iud 5,4 3

«The spirit never existed without will or without knowledge». 3 Reg 22,6-22 27

1.2 . Dialogue between Timothy I and al-Mahch. Some of the similes Ps 7,7-8 3

used by the Nestorian katholikós in support ofhis arguments Ps 21,17-19 45

- Fol . 26b - Ps 71,7-11 44

Z-Kj1, v---.JI fir " -)sJl )~S . . .
Ps 86,5-6 (?) 44
Ps 101,17 44

« . . . like light is generated from the sun, and the word from the soul, Ps 131,6-7 44
without rupture or separation) > . Prov 9,1 35

Is 19,1 22
- Fol . 26a - Is 35,4-6 22

Is 45,1-4 ; 8-13 35
Is 51,15-16 22
Ier 14,8-9 22

((Eve was born from Adam's side without his body becoming torn or Bar 3,36-38 (?) 22

spoilt, and Christ ascended to Heaven without its becoming torn» . Dan 7,13-14 14
Os 6,1-3 3

- Fol . 30a - Mich 5,2 14

,~J.1JS (Us) -1,I' : L~~ pr's' (Us) v)k; : ...4 (,f Soph 3,8-9 3

.t>.I ' 'dl à ~.,.J ar'~3 a.al~ maul I Zach 2,10-11 14
lo 3,14-15 45


